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© Copyright 2011 Altova GmbH. All rights reserved. A: The EPPMA DocuGen EE tutorial also mentions: 1. The amount of memory used by the parser is limited to the amount of memory in the heap. This means that if you want to use the XML parser, make sure that there is enough heap memory available to parse the document(s). If there is not enough memory to parse the document, DocuGen
will reject the document. And also: 3. DocuGen can handle many different types of documents. Currently DocuGen is only tested on English documents, but there is no reason why this won't work with other languages. Note: DocuGen EE is not free (pro). Try this XML file: Simple doc some text some more text Then you can open it in your text editor, and add a breakpoint after opening the parser,
and you'll see it reserve memory to do the parsing. I've heard XML parsers are particularly sensitive to any sort of malformedness in the input and require a lot of memory. This is especially true of the older DOM-based ones. I'm not sure if that has been changed with the newer generation of parsers. Beef Day (South Africa) Beef Day, also known as National Beef Day, is a South African holiday and
observance on Thursday 21 February. It was first held in 1996. It is meant to be a way of celebrating South African indigenous beef cattle breeds. Beef Day is a celebration of beef on the Zulu language. External links Article on Beef Day Category:South African culture Category:Observances in South Africa Category:February observances Category:Beef Category:South African cuisineIn 2006, the
Dutch government passed a law banning animal testing on animals bred for food. But not all experiments are covered under this law, 82157476af
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